Ataxia in Institutionalized Patients with Epilepsy


Abstract: Fifty-four per cent of 41 chronically institutionalized adult patients with epilepsy had ataxia of gait (wide mean stride width). None of the following correlated with stride width: serum phenytoin, previous phenytoin toxicity, seizure frequency, or status epilepticus. Seventeen of the 41 patients had computed tomographic head scans. Patients with radiological evidence of cerebellar atrophy had a wider mean stride width, later age of onset of seizures, greater peak serum concentrations of phenytoin than did those without cerebellar atrophy. Ataxia of gait was inconsistently associated with cerebellar atrophy. Elevated serum/plasma concentrations of phenytoin may be a risk factor for cerebellar atrophy, but seizure frequency or status epilepticus are not independently related to this complication.

Résumé: L’ataxie chez les patients épileptiques qui sont institutionnalisés. Cinquante-quatre pour cent de 41 patients adultes en institution de soins prolongés avaient une ataxie à la marche (élargissement du polygone de base). La largeur des pas n’était correlative à aucun des éléments suivants: le taux sanguin de phénytoïne, un épisode antérieur d’intoxication par la phénytoïne, la fréquence des crises ou un état de mal épileptique. Dix-sept parmi les 41 patients ont eu un CT scan cérébral. Chez les patients qui avaient des signes radiologiques d’atrophie cérébelleuse, la largeur moyenne des pas était plus grande, l’âge de début des crises était plus tardif et les pics de concentration de phénytoïne étaient plus hauts que chez ceux qui n’avaient pas d’atrophie cérébelleuse. L’atrophie cérébelleuse était associée de façon variable à l’ataxie à la marche. Des concentrations sériques/plasmatiques élevées de phénytoïne peuvent être un facteur de risque de l’atrophie cérébelleuse, mais la fréquence des crises ou l’état de mal épileptique ne sont pas reliés de façon indépendante à cette complication.


The complication of severe, persistent ataxia imposes an additional handicap for the epileptic patient.1,2 With severe ataxia of any cause, independence is precluded and there is often serious morbidity: falls directly injure patients; the inactivity imposed by ataxia indirectly produces complications, both acute (e.g., deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism and pneumonia) and chronic (e.g., bone demineralization, renal stones and contractures).3,4 Ataxic individuals are more likely to require institutionalized high level nursing care and more attention from other health care workers (physiotherapists, kinesthetiologists and physicians) than do non-ataxic patients.5 This, of course, adds to societal costs.

The first pathological observation of the occurrence of irreversible structural damage of the cerebellum in patients with epilepsy was made by Spielmeyer who described a diffuse loss of Purkinje cells and proliferation of Bergmann astroglia in the cerebellar cortex.6 A number of studies have confirmed these findings.7-11 The pathological series of Margerison and Corsellis2 is of special interest as these authors studied a group of chronically institutionalized patients with epilepsy. They found 25 of 55 autopsied cases (45 per cent) showed cerebellar atrophy ranging from mild to moderate severity. There was no clinical correlation with their study, unfortunately, but it is likely a significant proportion would have been ataxic. The vermis as well as the hemispheres were affected.

The pathogenesis of persistent ataxia in epilepsy is controversial. The main hypotheses are frequent seizures,11 status epilepticus (with attendant hypoxia and other insults),12,13 damage from phénytoïne (years of exposure or episodes of toxicity)14 and vitamin deficiency.15 Other metabolic derangements (e.g., vitamin deficiencies, mitochondrial diseases and excitatory amino acid damage) and trauma from falls should also be considered.

We elected to study a population of chronically institutionalized epileptic patients, as we have observed a number of such patients develop severe ataxia. Further, the important variables were known: medications were reliably administered; serum drug concentrations were regularly checked; episodes of status epilepticus were documented and there was a monthly tabulation of seizure frequency on each patient. Further, each patient had a documented annual physical examination by an in-hospital...
physician and the institution was visited by a neurologist regularly since 1975.

Our objectives were to determine: 1. the prevalence of significant ataxia in a sample population of institutionalized epileptic patients; 2. whether the ataxia was related to cerebellar dysfunction rather than to dysfunction of other nervous structures; 3. the strength of association of previously proposed risk factors with ataxia and cerebellar atrophy demonstrated on computed tomography (CT). From this, an assessment of the possible cause of the problem could be formulated and further studies for prevention might be initiated.

METHODS

Patient selection

From over 200 chronically institutionalized epileptic patients, almost all of whom had long-standing mental subnormality, at the Oxford Regional Centre in Woodstock, Ontario, we selected 50 patients by numbering the charts and using a table of random numbers. From these 50 charts we included only those patients who had at least 5 seizures in their lifetime and who were institutionalized for more than 5 years. Informed consent was obtained from next-of-kin and, when feasible, from the patients.

Exclusion criteria were: co-existing neurological dysfunction which precluded adequate assessment of ataxia, e.g., quadripareis or paraparesis, polyneuropathy with generalized areflexia, marked extra-pyramidal dysfunction or brain tumor; gross obesity; serious orthopedic deformity; severe general debility from systemic illness; recognized progressive syndromes/diseases known to cause both epilepsy and ataxia: progressive myoclonic epilepsies (to avoid patients with these syndromes, we excluded patients with myoclonic seizures, striking photic sensitivity on EEG or visual failure), cases in which ataxia preceded the development of seizures, subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, previously recognized amino acidopathies, juvenile Huntington’s disease, Wilson’s disease and storage disorders.

Clinical Testing

This was consistently performed before the first morning dose of anti-epileptic medication. Neurological examination was performed by S.R.O., who did not know the patients and who was blinded to the clinical and laboratory data. The following were tabulated: a clinical judgment regarding ataxia of upper and lower limbs and trunk, measurement of stride width (see Figure 1); ocular movement abnormalities (individually characterized); presence or absence of grasp, palomental, snout, glabellar reflexes or paratonia, muscle atrophy, trophic skin changes, deep tendon reflexes; sensory exam (when possible), and an impression of motor function. Any other observations were tabulated as “other” on the data sheet.

Blood samples

Venous blood was taken immediately after the clinical exam, before the first daily dose of medication and before breakfast, for: serum concentrations of all current anti-epileptic drugs (free or unbound and total phenytoin concentrations were measured in patients on both phenytoin and valproate; phenobarbital was measured as well as primidone for patients on primidone), lactate, magnesium, vitamin E, folate, plasma amino acids and red blood cell folate concentration.

Chart review

The following were tabulated from the patients’ charts: age, sex, duration of seizure disorder, age of onset of seizures, and average and maximum number of seizures (divided into convulsive and nonconvulsive seizures) per year, episodes of generalized convulsive status epilepticus, previous toxicity with phenytoin (defined as serum concentration greater than 80μmol/L), all anti-epileptic drugs currently in use, EEG classification (generalized epileptiform activity, focal epileptiform activity, nonspecific, or normal). For the obviously ataxic patients, with stride widths of greater than 20 cm, we examined the previous records to determine whether the ataxia was present on admission or was acquired and progressive during institutionalization. This was possible as: 1) all patients had a detailed admission and a yearly physical examination; 2) significant worsening of gait was commented upon in nursing and physician notes.

Controls

As stride width data were consistently available for all patients, the limits of normality for stride width for men and women were derived from a group of normal volunteers who were age and sex matched to the patient group. Controls had no history of neurological illness apart from migraine, were not on...
long-term medication, were less than 250 pounds in weight and had no orthopedic problems that interfered with gait. Control data for blood tests were available from the appropriate teaching hospital laboratory.

Radiology
Computed tomographic (CT) brain scans performed on patients within 5 years of the study were reviewed in a blinded (from any clinical information) fashion by LPAA who graded atrophy of the cerebellum and cerebrum as follows: 0 = none, + = slight or minimal, ++ = mild, +++ = moderate and ++++ = severe. The grading was verified by ranking the assembled scans against each other, still in a blinded manner, by LPAA.

Statistical methods
First, multiple linear regressions were performed for stride width as the main measure of ataxia with the other variables. Then, using the control values for stride width, the “ataxic group” of patients (with base width 2 x SD + mean of control data) were compared with “non-ataxic” patients (whose average stride width was less than 2 x S.D. + mean) using t-tests. For the radiological ranking of atrophy two-tailed t-tests were used. For nonparametric data (e.g., past history of status epilepticus or phenytoin intoxication), Chi-square or Fisher’s exact tests were applied.

RESULTS
Forty-one institutionalized epileptic patients met our criteria. There were 23 men and 18 women who ranged in age from 25 - 81 years with mean of 48 years. Stride width measurement was the only consistently available clinical assessment of cerebellar function and was, therefore, used as the principal index of ataxia. Forty-one normal controls were matched for sex and ± 5 years for age to develop normative data for stride width. These values were used to construct the normal range for stride width for males and females: the mean (standard deviation) for men was 6.12 (3.2) cm and 3.6 (2.6) cm for women. The upper limits of normal (2 x standard deviation + mean) were 12.5 cm for men and 8.8 cm for women. Based on these normative data, 22 (54%) of the patients, or 10 (43%) of the men and 12 (67%) of the women, were ataxic (p > 0.05). From our chart review, all those who were clinically ataxic with stride widths of more than 20 cm had been documented to have worsening of gait.

Mean time of institutionalization was 23 years (S.D. 12 years) and mean duration of epilepsy was 40 years (S.D. 15 years). All patients had been on phenytoin for some years; 28 were still on the drug at the time of the study.

Eighteen of the 22 (82%) had frontal release signs (positive glabellar tap, snout, forced grasping, rooting or palom mental), mild peripheral neuropathy or both. This did not significantly differ from the non-ataxic group: 14 of 19 (74%).

Linear regression analysis (Table 1) failed to show any significant association of any of the variables with measured stride width. Similarly when ataxic and non-ataxic (defined by stride width) groups were compared (Table 2), there were no significant findings. (The mean peak serum phenytoin in the charts was over twice as high in the ataxic group as the non-ataxic group. However, because of the large standard deviation, the difference was not significant.)

CT scans were performed on 17 patients (Table 3). Cerebellar atrophy was more common in the ataxic patients, as defined by stride width (p < 0.05). However, some with cerebellar atrophy were not ataxic and some without cerebellar atrophy were ataxic. Cerebral atrophy (+ to ++) was present in 7 ataxic patients with cerebellar atrophy, but cerebellar atrophy occurred without cerebral atrophy in 8 others who were ataxic. Thus, the ataxia was likely of cerebellar origin at least in the latter 8 patients. Those with generalized cerebellar atrophy had higher peak levels of phenytoin in the past than did those without cerebellar atrophy (p < 0.05) (See Table 3). Although all of those patients who had been toxic on phenytoin in the past had cerebellar atrophy, not all those with cerebellar atrophy had documented phenytoin toxicity.

Table 1. Linear Regression Analysis.
Comparing Average Stride Width with Other Variables in Patient Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>P Value for 2-Tailed Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age of seizure onset</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average No. convulsions/yr.</td>
<td>-0.2403</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average No. nonconvulsive seizures/yr.</td>
<td>0.3386</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum No. convulsive seizures/yr.</td>
<td>-0.2217</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum No. nonconvulsive seizures/yr.</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>0.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenytoin toxicity</td>
<td>-0.2014</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral neuropathy</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin E</td>
<td>0.1751</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>0.2511</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenytoin when examined (28)</td>
<td>0.0624</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenytoin free fraction (5)</td>
<td>0.5437</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenobarbital (30)</td>
<td>0.2689</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valproate (9)</td>
<td>0.5561</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbamazepine (15)</td>
<td>-0.1215</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactate</td>
<td>0.3008</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>folate</td>
<td>0.2041</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

( ) refers to number of patients on whom test performed, given when less than total population. Values for all chemical compounds relate to serum or plasma concentrations.
phenobarbital, 30 patients; valproate, 9 patients; ethosuximide, 1 patient only) did not correlate with stride width or significantly differ between the ataxic and non-ataxic groups or between those with and without cerebellar atrophy on CT scans.

When consideration was given to the effects of multiple testing, there were no definite differences in amino acid measurements between ataxic and non-ataxic groups. Notably, there was no correlation of stride width with any amino acid and there was no difference between ataxic and non-ataxic groups or between those with and those without cerebellar atrophy with respect to serum concentrations of glutamate, aspartate, or taurine or with glutamate/taurine or aspartate/taurine ratios.

**DISCUSSION**

We found that 54 per cent of chronically institutionalized patients with epilepsy had ataxia of gait. Clinically and radiologically this appeared to be cerebellar in origin for the majority of, but not all, affected individuals. This population is at significant risk for gait ataxia and cerebellar degeneration.

The variables are reviewed in turn, comparing our findings with those in the literature:

**Seizure frequency**

We did not find a statistically significant association between the frequency and seizure-years of convulsive seizures and cerebellar atrophy. This is in contradistinction to a study by Dam who studied the loss of cerebellar Purkinje cells on post-mortem examinations of 32 institutionalized patients with epilepsy. He found that all 6 patients with ≥ 1 grand mal seizure per week had a significantly reduced density of Purkinje cells compared to controls. Others with less frequent seizures had inconsistent loss of Purkinje cells.

Theoretically, seizures may produce loss of Purkinje cells, without status epilepticus or hypoxia, by glutamic acid activation of alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA)/quisqualate receptors. This is based on the following experimental data: a) Julien and Laxer showed that when penicillin-induced epileptiform bursts occurred in the cat sigmoid gyrus, there was a high frequency (up to 150 Hz) discharge of Purkinje cells in the contralateral perivermal region of the cerebellum. This was followed by more generalized Purkinje cell firing throughout the cerebellar cortex. b) Glutamic acid can act as an "excitotoxic" neurotransmitter, damaging neurons when its extracellular concentration reaches a critical level. c) There is a strong glutaminergic input into the cerebellum via climbing and parallel fibres. d) Neuronal death has been shown to relate to increased calcium entry into neurons. In the cerebellum this may relate to glutamate activation of AMPA/quisqualate receptors on Purkinje, basket, stellate and Golgi cells. (Activation of N-methyl D-aspartate [NMDA] channels may account for excitotoxic damage in the hippocampus, cerebral cortex, and cerebellar granule cells but other cerebellar cortical neurons have mainly AMPA/quisqualate rather than NMDA receptors.) e) The AMPA antagonist CNQX prevents death of motor neurons in tissue culture when exposed to cerebrospinal fluid from patients with motor neuron disease. Similarly pretreatment with 1-(aminophenyl)-4-methyl-7,8-methylenedioxy-5H-2,3-benzodiazepine (which blocks the AMPA/quisqualate receptor)
decreased neurotoxic damage, seizures and ataxia in rats given β-N-methylamino-alanine (BMAA, an excitotoxic chemical). BMAA has been shown to cause cerebellar dysfunction and degeneration of cerebellar stellate, basket, Purkinje and Golgi cells.

Phenytoin

We found that ataxic patients with cerebellar atrophy on CT scan more commonly had previous phenytoin toxicity than those without such a history.

It has been difficult in the clinical literature to separate phenytoin from seizures as the factor with the strongest association with cerebellar atrophy in epileptic patients. All of the patients in our study and that of Dam11 had been on phenytoin and the patients with more frequent or prolonged seizures tended to receive higher doses and have higher serum concentrations. Our study suggests that phenytoin may be a risk factor independent of seizure frequency. This is supported by the study of Botez and colleagues who found that in a group of outpatients with epilepsy, the accumulated dose of phenytoin was related to CT-demonstrated cerebellar-brainstem atrophy while the number of seizures was not.31

There is however some evidence that phenytoin can damage the cerebellum independently of seizures: a) Cerebellar ataxia and degeneration have been reported in patients who did not have epilepsy who took phenytoin for years.14 b) Kokenge and colleagues showed that prolonged, high dose phenytoin therapy could cause loss of Purkinje cells. Marked species differences occurred when phenytoin was reduced or withdrawn.32-37-39

Status epilepticus

We did not find any association of ataxia or cerebellar atrophy with a previous history of status epilepticus. The literature also fails to show much support for this association. Cerebellar degeneration has been described in patients on long term phenytoin who have not had status epilepticus.42 In the biopsy study of Salcman and colleagues only 2 of 5 patients who showed severe degeneration on cerebellar biopsy, had ever had status epilepticus; two had never even had a grand mal convulsion. Meldrum’s group found proliferation of Bergmann astroglia in cerebellar cortex in 2 of 14 baboons in which convulsive status epilepticus was induced with the convulsant drug allylglycine. This group also found cerebellar abnormalities were not seen if the animals were paralyzed and ventilated, with support of blood gases, blood pressure, serum glucose and temperature.13

Nutritional and Metabolic Disorders

We did not find any difference in glutamate, aspartate or taurine between ataxic and non-ataxic population, or, for that matter between patients and normal controls. This is in contrast to the observations of Van Gelder and colleagues who found that plasma of patients with 3/sec spike and wave epilepsy has higher levels of glutamic acid and lower levels of aspartic acid and taurine than that of controls. An increased plasma glutamate:taurine ratio was found in patients with primary generalized as well as in patients with partial epileptic seizures by Janjua and colleagues.44 Cerebellar dysfunction was not commented upon in these studies, nor was the severity of the epilepsy correlated with the glutamate:taurine ratio.

We did not find any patients who fit well into the inherited mitochondrial disorders such as MELAS (mitochondrial encephalopathy, lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes) or MERRF (myoclonic epilepsy and ragged-red fibres). Although congenital mitochondrial dysfunction is unlikely, we cannot exclude the possibility of acquired mitochondrial disease. Mitochondrial DNA deletions may occur after hypoxic or other insults in various tissues.45 Phenytoin is a potent inhibitor of lactic dehydrogenase, a mitochondrial enzyme.47 It is uncertain whether chronic phenytoin toxicity produces cellular damage as a result.

Also, we did not find any association of folate deficiency with ataxia or cerebellar atrophy. Only a few patients had lower than normal serum concentrations of folate. Muñoz-Garcia and colleagues have shown a correlation of low serum folate levels with the development of trunkal ataxia in patients with epilepsy. The authors attributed the ataxia to drug-induced folate deficiency. Other factors such as the duration of the seizure disorder and the numbers of antiepileptic drugs, however, also correlated with ataxia. Prolonged treatment with phenytoin, phenobarbital and primidone or carbamazepine can produce a significant reduction in serum folate levels; in their out-patient population, the deficiency may have related to concomitant use of these drugs as well as nutritional and socio-economic factors. Nutritional deficiency was not a factor in our patients who were regularly fed in the same institution; none was eating poorly.
Also, it is possible that each of these factors may have correlated with other unexamined entities, such as the frequency of seizures or episodes of prolonged seizures, which were of greater etiological importance.

Trauma

The incidence of major head injury, either clinically or radiologically defined, was not greater among the ataxic individuals. Some patients in the ataxic group wore helmets and had healed scars and soft tissue swellings principally under the chin, supraorbital ridges and the occipital region. Further, there was not a significant increase in frontal lobe signs or in radiological evidence of frontal lobe trauma in the ataxic patients.

The cerebellum is not vulnerable to trauma; head injury-related ataxia is likely to be related to damage to supratentorial structures.

Further studies are needed to examine the etiology of cerebellar degeneration in patients with epilepsy. A wide stride width is not always related to cerebellar degeneration. To address the issue of cerebellar degeneration in a similar population, it is probably best to rely on neuro-imaging. This deserves further study. In view of the high risk of the institutionalized epileptic population for gait problems and cerebellar atrophy, it is best to avoid sustained high serum phenytoin concentrations in such individuals.
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